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Surveying &surveyor of dental cast 

surveyor 
An instrument used  to determine the relative parallelism of two 

or more surfaces of the teeth or other parts of the cast of a 

dental arch. 

 

Purposes of Surveying 

1-delineate height of contour (survey line)on abutment teeth and locate 

undercuts which may need blocking prior to duplication. 

2-determine most acceptable path of insertion and removal 

3-identified proximal tooth surface that can act as guide planes  

that are parallel to one  are proximal tooth surfaces-:Guide planes

another and act to assure a definitive path of insertion and to  insure 

positive clasp action. 

4-locate and measure areas of teeth that may be used for retention. 

5-determine most suitable path of insertion to satisfy esthetic. 

6-aid in determining restorative procedure and mouth preparation. 
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7-determine most soft or bony tissue undercuts that would act as 

interferences. 

Types of undercuts 

1-desirable undercut:- 

Used for retaining the RPD against the dislodging forces 

2-undesirable undercut: 

Other that those used for retention are considered undesirable and 

should be eliminated. 

:This done by 

a-blocking –out the undercut with wax on the master cast. 

b-preparation and reduction of the tooth surface in the mouth. 

c-placing a properly contoured crown restoration on the tooth. 

Types of survyors: 

1-Ney surveyor with non –swiveling horizontal arm 

2-Jelenko surveyor with swiveling  horizontal arm 

PARTS OF DENTAL SURVYOR: 

1-platform with the base is moved 

2-vertical arm or upright column supports the superstructures 

3-horizontal arm from which the surveying tools suspend 

4-table to which the cast is attached 

5-horizontal surveyor base on which the table swivels 

6-a mandrel for holding special tools 
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):e(4 toolsThe tools which are used for surveying ar 

1-analyzing rod:-is a rigid metal rod used for diagnostic purposes in the 

selection of the path of placement and to determine the undercut areas 

prior to scribing the height of contour marker. 

 

 

    2-carbon marker  :is used to measure for actual marking of the survey 

lines on the cast. A metal shield is used to protect it from breakage. 

 

3-undercut gauge:-are used to measure the extent of the undercuts on 

abutment teeth that are being used for clasp retention , usually there 

are three sizes (0.01, 0.02, 0.03 of an inch). 
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  4-wax trimmer:-is used to trim excess wax that may be inserted into 

those undercut areas which are to be obliterated to obtain the proper 

from of the wax pattern. 

 

  

Principles of surveying:- 

Surveying a tooth consisted of locating accurately the height of its 

maximum contour in relation to the plane in which the cast is 

positioned. Modifying the proximal tooth surfaces so that the prosthesis 

goes smooth in place without interference. 

When the vertical arm is brought into contact with the convex surface , 

they will contact only at one point that is the point of maximum 

convexity ,where this surface is rotated ,and is still in contact with the 

vertical arm ,an imaginary line will be traced at the greatest 

circumference, when we substituted this vertical analyzing rod with a 

carbon marker then an actual line will be produced at the level of the 

maximum tooth bulge ,this line is called the survey line. 
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When a tooth is tilted or rotated in relation to the analyzing rod, 

another survey line will be traced ,as a result ,the extent of non- 

undercut area and the undercut area are consequently changed. That 

means that the survey line can vary according to the angle formed by 

contact of the vertical analyzing rod with the tooth surface. 

-:FACTORS AFFECTING THE PATH OF INSERTION ARE 

certain area of the mouth may interfere with the  -:Interferences-1

insertion of the partial dentures. These are usually the proximal tooth 

undercut, to max. or mand. Lingually or  mesially inclined teeth ,bony 

elevation as well as tissue undercut. 

Such areas are to be eliminated by:- 

1-changing the path of placement.  

2-blocking the undercut 

3-surgical partial or complete removal 

4-any combination of above. 

: Retentive undercuts-2 

a retentive undercut must be present on the abutment teeth, both at 

the horizontal or zero tilt and at the selected path of placement tilt, for 

resisting the dislodgement of the denture in that direction.  

 -:Esthetics-3 

The surveyor can be used to study configuration of anterior edentulous 

spaces, to be evaluated the cosmetic opportunity and other problems if 

present or when faced. Sometimes tilting the cast is used to avoid an 

interference that may result from putting a clasp in an unfavorable 

position for esthetics. 
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 Guiding Planes:-4 

These are areas present on the enamel surface of the teeth that are 

created so that they are almost or approximately parallel to the path of 

insertion . 

They are prepared after the path of insertion is selected according to the 

three previous factors. These are found or formed in the proximal  or 

 occlusal thirdlingual surfaces of the teeth in the  

during nes The components of the denture that contact the guiding pla

-placement of R.P.D are: 

1-contacting proximal surfaces are the minor connector that join the 

clasp and proximal plate in free end extension 

2-Contacting axial or lingual surfaces are reciprocal clasp arms or lingual 

plate. 

GUIDING PLANES:FUNCTIONS  OF   

1-Guides the prosthesis in and out of the mouth without any 

undesirable forces against remaining teeth. 

2-the frictional forces of contact of the prosthesis with the guiding 

planes wall will contribute significantly to the retention of R.P.D.  

3-Can provide bracing or stabilization when placed in the axial tooth 

surfaces. 
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Tripoding dental cast 

Mean recording the relation of dental cast to surveyor which represent 

the final steps of surveying procedure. 

Tripoding  is Performed While  Cast is Still Mounted on 
the Survey Table Without Changing the Tilt to Preserve 
the Established Cast Tilt 

 

 

 

    


